DOMESTIC MARKET HIGHLIGHTS - The market on frozen 8-16 lb. hens and 16-24 lb. toms is steady with steady to weak undertones. The November fresh market on hens and consumer sized toms is mostly steady. Frozen demand light to moderate centering on hens. Offerings mixed, mostly moderate. Frozen domestic Grade A basted equivalent processor offering prices on a national basis for 8-16 lb. hens are 108.00-126.00 FOB and 16-24 lb. toms 108.00-126.00 cents FOB for current shipments. No trading reported.

The fresh white meat market is steady. Frozen tom breast meat is steady to barely steady. Demand light on 4-8 lb. breasts and light to moderate on institutional sizes. Offerings mixed, mostly moderate. The market on tom 2- joint wings is mostly steady, moderate to moderately heavy, balance of tom bulk parts steady to firm. Demand light on tom 2- joint wings, balance moderate to good. Offerings of tom 2- joint wings moderate to moderately heavy, balance of tom bulk parts very light to moderate. The fresh thigh meat market is steady while frozen is steady to instances weak. Demand light to moderate. Fresh offerings light to moderate, frozen at least moderate. The fresh mechanically separated turkey (MST) market is mostly steady, frozen at least steady. Demand light to moderate. Fresh offerings light to moderate. Trading slow.

EXPORT MARKET HIGHLIGHTS – Trading moderately heavy on fresh MST, balance slow. The market is mostly steady. Demand light to moderate. Offerings mixed, mostly moderate.

Weekly National Turkey Report:

Monthly National Turkey Report:

Weekly Cold Storage Holdings
- in Selected Centers,Includes Government Stocks in Thousands of Pounds

Processed Turkey 9/25/2023 9/1/2023 Change from First of the Month in Total Pounds % Change from First of the Month
58,992 64,408 -5,416 -8%

Cold Storage Holdings - Pacific Coast - Processed Turkey
9/18/2023 09/11/2023 09/19/2022
Pacific w/out Denver: 409 420 333
Los Angeles: 136 140 133

Week Ending 23-Sep-2023 (Preliminary)
Turkeys Slaughtered In Federally Inspected Plants

Live Turkeys Slaughtered Under Federal Inspection
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